Abstract-Software defect prediction, which aims to identify defective modules, can assist developers in finding bugs and prioritizing limited quality assurance resources. Various features to build defect prediction models have been proposed and evaluated. Among them, process metrics are one important category. Yet, existing process metrics are mainly encoded manually from change histories and ignore the sequential information arising from the changes during software evolution. Are the change sequences derived from such information useful to characterize buggy program modules? How can we leverage such sequences to build good defect prediction models? Unlike traditional process metrics used for existing defect prediction models, change sequences are mostly vectors of variable length. This makes it difficult to apply such sequences directly in prediction models that are driven by conventional classifiers. To resolve this challenge, we utilize Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), which is a deep learning technique, to encode features from sequence data automatically. In this paper, we propose a novel approach called FENCES, which extracts six types of change sequences covering different aspects of software changes via fine-grained change analysis. It approaches defects prediction by mapping it to a sequence labeling problem solvable by RNN. Our evaluations on 10 open source projects show that FENCES can predict defects with high performance. In particular, our approach achieves an average F-measure of 0.657, which improves the prediction models built on traditional metrics significantly. The improvements vary from 31.6% to 46.8% on average. In terms of AUC, FENCES achieves an average value of 0.892, and the improvements over baselines vary from 4.2% to 16.1%. FENCES also outperforms the state-of-the-art technique which learns semantic features automatically from static code via deep learning.
INTRODUCTION
Software defect prediction models have been proposed to identify defective program modules automatically [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] . The prediction results enable quality assurance (QA) teams to prioritize limited resources to inspect those modules that are most likely defective. Software metrics play crucial roles in building defect prediction models [11] , [12] . Various software metrics have been designed to distinguish buggy modules from clean ones. These metrics mostly fall into two categories: static code metrics and process metrics. Static code metrics, which measure software complexities, are extracted from source files [2] , [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] . Representative static code metrics include lines of code [16] , class dependencies [14] as well as conceptual cohesions [15] and the count of member functions or inheritances [13] . Process metrics are extracted from software change histories [4] , [6] , [9] , [10] , [12] , [17] such as code churn [9] , [18] , ownerships [10] , [12] , [19] and the complexity of changes [4] .
Earlier studies found that process metrics outperform static code metrics in defect prediction [9] , [12] . It is because the changes of static code metrics caused by software evolution are often small. The use of static code metrics therefore suffers from stagnation in prediction models [12] . Process metrics can intrinsically avoid this shortcoming, since they are extracted from change histories and evolve over time. A software change can be measured towards different aspects, such as the meta information (e.g., time, developer and code churn) and semantic information (i.e., semantic operations of the change). A series of changes to a source file may be committed during software evolution, and these committed changes are leveraged to collectively encode process metrics. Common practices to encode these metrics include: counting the number of a certain property like bug fixing changes and distinct developers [6] , [9] , [10] , taking the maximum/minimum/average of a certain value like added lines, deleted lines and change intervals [9] , and computing the entropy to measure some complexity like code scattering [12] and the change complexity [4] . However, existing process metrics are manually encoded and do not leverage the sequential information of software changes, which contains useful information to distinguish buggy instances from clean ones. Let us illustrate it by an example. Suppose there are plenty of source files that each received exactly one semantic operation of if-conditions during the last four committed changes. The traditional process metric which counts the number of changes that alter if-conditions (e.g., COND [17] ), will produce the same values as 1 for all these files. However, there can be four possible change sequence patterns where the change with if-conditions may take place in any of the four changes as shown in Table 1 . To study if the bug characteristics among these four patterns of change sequences are different, we collect all the source files from the projects xalan 2.5, camel 1.4 and poi 2.5, and calculate the buggy ratios of the source files that satisfy any of these four patterns. As we can see from Table 1 , the buggy ratios of different patterns vary within the same project. This result motivates us to extract more informative features by considering the sequence data embedded in software changes. Moreover, we also observe that the buggy ratio of the same pattern also varies across projects. This result indicates that change sequence patterns may not be generalized to different projects. This motivates us to encode project-specific sequence features via learning from the projects' change history automatically.
There are no existing studies on whether the sequence data derived from software changes can be used for defect prediction and how the data can be leveraged. Besides, program modules usually receive divergent number of changes, thus resulting in unequal lengths of the change sequences. This makes it difficult to build defect prediction models from change sequences using conventional classification algorithms (e.g., Naive Bayes, Decision Tree and Logistic Regression and so on), which assume features are characterized by vectors of the same length. To address the issue, we propose a novel approach called FENCES, which conducts deFEct predictioN via encoding features from ChangE Sequences automatically by leveraging Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN). RNN is a deep learning technique that can automatically derive latent features from sequence data and has been widely used to resolve the well-known sequence labeling problems [20] , such as handwriting recognition [21] , speech recognition [21] , sentiment classification [20] , [22] and also software engineering tasks [23] , [24] . Yet, there can be many types of sequence data derivable from a project but not all of them are meaningful. Referring to existing process metrics, FENCES extracts five different types of sequence data, which describe the meta information of changes, from software change histories. Besides, FENCES designs another type of sequence that encodes the semantic information of changes through fine-grained change analysis [25] . It then applies RNN with the structure of Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) [26] , [27] , [28] to encode features from these six types of sequences by training them simultaneously.
We compare FENCES with three baselines which leverage traditional process metrics in 10 open source projects, and find that our proposed model which learns features from sequence data automatically outperforms all the baselines significantly. Besides, we also compare FENCES with the state-of-the-art work that also leverages deep learning technique to learn features automatically from static code. The experimental results show that our approach achieves better performance on average.
In summary, this paper makes the following major contributions:
• We propose a novel approach FENCES, which leverages deep learning to encode features automatically from change sequence data. Such sequence data has not yet been used by existing works for software defect prediction. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to apply RNN to extract features for defect prediction.
• We extract six types of sequences from change histories and build prediction models on them by leveraging RNN. Specifically, we design a type of sequence that tracks all the semantic information of each change via fine-grained change analysis. We find that all these sequences can predict defects with high performance.
• Our evaluation results show that our proposed approach FENCES significantly outperforms all baselines that leverage traditional process and static code metrics. It also outperforms the state-of-the-art technique that leverages deep learning techniques to learn static code metrics automatically. The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the background and motivation. Section 3 explains the details of our proposed approach. Section 4 describes our experimental setup, which covers the datasets, baselines, evaluation metrics and parameter settings. Section 5 presents our experimental evaluation. Section 6 discusses related work and Section 7 concludes our work.
BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
This section introduces the general process of defect prediction and summarizes the process metrics that are widely used and evaluated in existing prediction models. It then discusses the limitations of existing process metrics as well as the challenges of leveraging the sequential information extracted from code repositories for defect predictions. It finally explains how to label sequences using RNN.
Software Defect Prediction Process
The general process of defect prediction [2] , [7] , [9] , [10] , [29] , [30] includes four steps. First, program modules (e.g., package, file, class and so on) of a project are collected and labeled. A program module is labeled as buggy if any post-release defects have been discovered. It is labeled as clean otherwise. Second, each collected program module's features such as process metrics [9] , [10] and code metrics [2] , [29] are extracted from the code repository or source codes. Third, a classification algorithm uses instances, which combine features and labels, to train a prediction model for the project. This step requires a training dataset. Finally, the trained model is applied to a new instance and predicts if it is buggy or clean. The performance of the prediction model is then evaluated by a testing dataset. Software features are essential in building effective prediction models [9] , [12] . Various software features have been proposed to boost the performance of prediction models, and process metrics are one important category that are widely adopted by existing models [4] , [6] , [9] , [10] , [12] .
Change Sequences and Process Metrics
A program module can receive a number of changes during a time period (e.g., the period between two releases). The chronological order of these changes forms a sequence for each program module. Software changes can be characterized in multiple properties such as code churn and authorship. For each of these properties, we can construct a separate sequence following the same chronological order of software changes. For example, suppose a program module has received five changes during a period, and the developers who committed the changes are Andy, David, Andy, Olivier, David in the chronological order. After indexing Andy, David and Olivier as 1, 2, 3, we can compose a sequence ⟨1, 2, 1, 3, 2⟩ in the aspect of authorship. The process metric ddev [9] , [10] , [27] , which counts the number of distinct developers in the change sequence, will produce the feature value of 3 for this example. Besides the property of authorship, process metrics can also be encoded from the change sequences by leveraging other properties of a change. We group existing process metrics [4] , [6] , [9] , [10] , [12] , [17] , [19] into six categories, which separately measure authorship, type, time interval, code churn, coupling and semantic aspect of changes for program modules. Table 2 lists these categories along with some representative metrics for each category. Specifically, Owners' contribution (i.e., OWN) is measured by the percentage of the lines authored by the highest contributor of a source file [12] . For example, if a source file of 100 lines is contributed by three different developers, and the number of authored lines of these three developers are 50, 30 and 20 respectively, then the metric OWN is valued as 0.5 (i.e., 50 / 100). A developer' experience is measured by the percentage of lines he authored in the project at a given point of time. The metric EXP measures the geometric mean of the experiences of all the developers that have contributed to a source file [12] . Metric HCM measures the distributions of the modified lines for the multiple changes committed within a given period of time [4] . 
Motivation of Using Change Sequences
Existing process metrics are handcrafted from change histories, such as picking up the max or computing the entropy. However, these traditional process metrics are incapable of capturing the information embedded in the change sequences as shown by the example in Table 1 . Here, we conduct another study to show that the buggy characteristics can be captured by sequential information. As pointed out by the example in the previous subsection, the metric ddev, which counts the number of distinct developers in change histories, has widely been used by existing defect prediction models [9] , [10] , [27] . However, ddev neither identifies developers nor captures the evolution of their involvement. In contrast, this data is preserved by the sequence of authorship. Researchers have found that developers have diverse coding styles and experience levels, leading to different defect patterns [7] , [19] , [31] , [33] . Here, we sampled 45 distinct developers from the camel project. For each developer, we extracted all the source files (including buggy and clean ones) that were changed by the developer in the latest n changes of the source files. Then, we calculated the buggy ratios using the following equation:
buggy ratio = #buggy f iles #buggy f iles + #clean f iles
The results for the 45 developers are shown in Figure 1 for n=10. The x-axis represents different developers, and the yaxis represents the latest n changes. The result indicates that the defect patterns for different developers diverge a lot. Some developers write code with high quality (e.g., Developer 18 and 24), while some developers have high chances to introduce bugs (e.g., Developer 33) . The probability that the code written by a developer is buggy may change over the time. For example, developer 23 wrote buggy code at early changes but wrote comparatively clean code at later changes. This motivates us to track developers' information in defect prediction. However, this information is lost by simply counting the number of distinct developers (ddev) or active developers (adev) [12] . The sequence of authorship, which keeps track of program modules' authorship evolution, can preserve such information.
Challenges
Although sequences of software changes contain useful information of buggy characteristics, generating effective features from the sequences is challenging. First, these sequences have unequal lengths. Different program modules usually receive different number of changes, resulting in divergent lengths of the corresponding change sequences. This makes it difficult to unify all sequences into simple prediction models. Second, transforming the sequences with uneven lengths into the fixed-length features is impracticable. One possible solution is to treat every possible subsequences of length n as the feature set ⟨ss 1 , ss 2 , ..., ss n ⟩. The value of a feature ss i is then determined by whether ss i exists in the given sequences. However, whether the best length n in a project can be generalized to other projects is uncertain. Moreover, the number of features could be huge due to the vast amount of all subsequences with length n. Take the change type sequence as an example. If we classify '-' Means No Statistical Data changes into four types (i.e., corrective, perfective, adaptive and inspection [34] ), there are 4 n possible subsequences, and thus the number of features increases exponentially with n.
To resolve these two challenges, we leverage recurrent neural networks (RNN) to process arbitrary sequences of inputs and label the sequence automatically by learning the latent features. Specifically, we approach the problem of defect prediction by mapping it to a sequence labeling problem that predicts how likely a source file with a specific sequence is buggy. 
Sequence Labeling with RNN
RNN has been successfully and widely applied in many learning tasks that involve sequence data such as sentence sentiment analysis [20] , [22] , machine translation [35] , [36] , speech recognition [21] and software engineering tasks [23] , [24] . There are several variants of RNN. We adopt the variant with the Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) architecture [26] , [27] , [28] since it is shown to be effective for sequence labeling problems such as sentiment analysis [20] for its capability of learning long-term dependencies. Unlike traditional RNN, the LSTM variant introduces a new structure called a memory cell as shown in Figure 2 (b). An LSTM memory cell comprises four major components: a self-recurrent neuron, an input gate, a forget gate and an output gate. Each cell stores its own state, which is denoted as CS t . This design determines what information in the sequence to store, forget and output, which allows keeping the long-term temporal contextual information for the sequence. In this way, salient temporal patterns can be remembered over arbitrarily long sequences. We adopt the standard LSTM model [26] , [27] , [28] in this study. Figure  2 (a) shows an overview of the model, which is composed of a single LSTM layer followed by a mean pooling and a softmax layer. The input of the model is a sequence X, each element X t of which could either be a single feature value or a vector encoding a set of features. Sequence X is then fed to the LSTM layer with each of its element X t accepted by an LSTM cell. Therefore, the LSTM layer contains the same number of LSTM cells as the length of the input sequence. The model then processes the element X t from the input sequence one by one. Specifically, the state of a memory cell CS t is affected by the sequence input at t, the output of the previous cell h t−1 and the state of the previous cell CS t−1 . The output of the LSTM cell at t is computed by the sequence input at t, the state of the cell CS t , and the output of the previous cell h t−1 as shown in Equation 2, where b denotes bias vectors and W denotes weights.
The computations of function F and G comprise several steps, which are determined by the design of the four parts of the LSTM cell [26] , [27] , [28] . The outputs of all the units h t are aggregated by a mean pooling layer to h. The final output of the model is a vector y indicating the probabilities of the sequence belonging to each class. In our approach, the number of the classes is set to 2, either buggy or clean.
The parameters b and W are learned during training to minimize the error rate of the output y.
APPROACH
In this study, we propose a novel approach called FENCES, which conducts deFEct predictioN via encoding features from ChangE Sequences automatically. FENCES works at the source file level. Figure 3 shows its overview. Given the change history (denoted as a sequence of changes S=⟨c 0 , c 1 , ..., c n ⟩) of a source file, traditional approaches first encode features from it by heuristics such as taking the sum, max or computing the entropy, and then feed these features to traditional machine learning classifiers (e.g., Logistic Regression and Naive Bayes) to predict defects. In contrast, our approach first conducts change analysis for each of the changes, and then extracts sequences from the analysis based on a pre-defined property set of the changes. Defects are predicted by leveraging the RNN model as shown in Figure 2 , which is capable of labeling sequences by learning features from these sequences automatically. Both of the traditional process metrics-based defect prediction approaches and FENCES leverage the change histories to predict defects. However, the ways to encode features from the change histories differ them from each other significantly.
Change Analysis
Given a specific version of a project, for each source file m, we extract a sequence of changes that modify m from the prior version to the given version. We then conduct change analysis to obtain the meta and semantic information for each change in the extracted change sequence for each m. Table 2 in Section 2.2 summarizes the commonly used process metrics [4] , [6] , [8] , [9] , [19] , [27] , [29] . Five out of the six categories are related to the meta information of changes. These metrics concern different aspects of software changes, and are widely leveraged by existing-process metrics based defect prediction models [4] , [6] , [10] , [12] . Therefore, we extract the meta information of each change through analyzing the change logs and the textual contents generated by version control systems (e.g., Git). Specifically, we extract five different kinds of meta information: authorship, change type, change interval, code churn and co-change.
A change may perform multiple semantic operations on the source code, such as altering condition expressions, inserting parameters and so on. The information that characterizes the semantic effects of these operations in a change provides useful hints to buggy suspiciousness as shown [25] to analyze the differences between two ASTs.
Sequences Extraction
Based on the meta and semantic information of changes extracted as described in the previous section, we extract six change sequences of different types for each source file as explained below. Authorship: Authorships of source files have been found to be correlated with software defects [7] , [10] , [19] . Our study in Section 2 further confirms that buggy characteristics exist in the sequences of authorship. Therefore, we leverage the sequences of authorship for defect prediction. We first index all the distinct developers, and the sequence of authorship is S au = ⟨au 0 , au 1 , ..., au n ⟩ where au i (i ≤ n) is the index of the developer who committed the change c i .
Change Types: Changes can be classified into multiple types. The count of some change types has been leveraged as a feature for defect prediction as listed by the second category in Table 2 [6], [8] , [9] . Inspired by this, we propose to leverage the sequence of change types in our defect prediction model. Following the existing heuristic [34] which infers the types from the commit logs, we characterize each software change's type by means of four purposes: corrective, perfective, adaptive and inspection. Since a change can serve multiple purposes, we use a vector T i = ⟨t 0 , t 1 , t 2 , t 3 ⟩ to record the change type of a change c i , in which t 0 is equal to 1 if the change serves a corrective purpose and 0 otherwise, and similar cases for the other three types. The sequence of change types for p is S type = ⟨T 0 , T 1 , ..., T n ⟩ where T i (i ≤ n) records the change types of c i .
Change Intervals: A change interval is the time gap between two successive changes of the same source file. Program modules that have been changed frequently (i.e., with short change intervals) likely contain faults [6] . Inspired by this, we leverage the sequence of change intervals in our defect prediction model. We extract this information as follows: the sequence of change interval for p is
is the change interval (in days) between the change c i and c i+1 , and in n is the interval between the last change and the time for prediction. The time for prediction is when developers leverage FENCES to conduct defect prediction. For instance, A common scenario is that a developer leverages FENCES to predict defects at the source file level once a new version is going to be released, then the time for prediction is the release date of the new version.
Code Churn: The process metrics measuring code churns are widely adopted in defect prediction models [4] , [6] , [9] . add and del measure the lines of code that are added or deleted in a change, and add−del measures the code churn [9] . Our defect prediction model leverages the code churn information using a vector CC=⟨add, del, add−del⟩ to record such information of a change. The sequence of code churn for p is S cc =⟨CC 0 , CC 1 , ..., CC n ⟩ where CC i (i ≤ n) represents the code churn information of change c i .
Co-Change: Multiple source files may be co-changed in one single change. Co-change source files are more likely to have similar buggy patterns, and therefore co-change information has been leveraged in defect prediction models [1] , [8] , [9] , [12] . We first index all the source files in the software, and then use a vector CO = ⟨co 0 , co 1 , ..., co m ⟩ to record the co-change information of a change. Element co i is equal to 1 if the source file indexed with i is co-changed with the targeting file in the change, and 0 otherwise. The sequence of co-changed source files for p is S co = ⟨CO 0 , CO 1 , ..., CO n ⟩ where CO i (i ≤ n) is the vector recording the co-change information of change c i .
In summary, given a source file p and its change sequence S, we extract six sequences, which are different types and are denoted as S sem , S au , S type , S inter , S cc and S co . All these six sequences have the same length n, which is the number of changes made to p.
Sequence Discretization and Normalization
The sequences in our defect prediction approach can be classified into two categories based on the data types of elements in a sequence. The first category includes the sequences S au , S type and S co , and the data type of elements in this category of sequences is nominal. The values for nominal data type are provided to distinguish one object from another. For example, for elements in the sequence of authorship, "1" represents a developer A, and "2" represents a developer B. The other category includes the sequences S sem , S inter and S cc and the data types of element in this category of sequences is numerical type, which count the number of a certain property. The values for numerical data type are integer numbers, which are measurable and meaningful for ordering, e.g., change interval between two sequential changes in terms of the number of days and the number of the occurrences of a certain semantic type. Different nominal data values have distinct meaning, while the magnitude of differences between numerical data values is blurred. For example, interval values 36 and 37 are different, but they measure change intervals in close proximity. The wide range of the numerical values hinder the discovery of sequence patterns [38] . To handle the side-effect caused by the numerical values, discretization techniques have been proposed and widely used in data mining or machine learning tasks [38] , [39] . Studies showed that prediction tasks can benefit from discretization [38] : (1) discretization can lead to improved predictive accuracy; (2) rules with discrete values are normally shorter and more understandable. We adopt a classical approach equal-frequency [39] to discrete our numeric sequences. First, it extracts all the elements of a given type of sequences and sorts these elements. Then, given a pre-defined k, it divides the sorted values into k ranges so that each range contains nearly the same number of elements. To determine the discretization value of a new element, it checks which range covers this element and assigns the index of the covered range as the discretization value to it. In this work, we set k to 50 empirically.
Different sequences have different ranges of values, in order to facilitate training all these sequences together, we normalize the values element-wise for all the six types of sequences to the range of 0 to 1. Data normalization is widely used by existing prediction tasks [6] , [12] , [37] , and the classical min-max normalization technique is adopted in our approach. Be noted that, for those sequences of nominal types, the normalized values can still be used as token identifiers since unique tokens still have distinct values [37] .
Model Training and Prediction
For each given source file, we extract six sequences of different types. These sequences reflect divergent properties of software changes, and we leverage all of them in our model. In order to enable all these sequences be trained by the LSTM model as introduced in Section 2.5 simultaneously, we combine these sequences by concatenation. Specifically, we create a sequence X = ⟨X 0 , X 1 , ..., X n ⟩ for each of the source file, in which X i is a vector encoding a set of properties by concatenating all the elements from the six types of extracted sequences. Specifically,
X is then fed to the LSTM model as described in Figure 2 (a). The number of nodes in the output layer is set to 2, and thus the output y of the model is a vector which contains two values ⟨y c , y b ⟩, in which y c indicates the suspiciousness of the source file of being clean, and y b of being buggy. We label the sequence as buggy if y b is greater than y c , and the corresponding of the source file is regarded as buggy accordingly. However, the LSTM model needs to be well trained before it can label change sequences correctly. Specifically, we train the model by leveraging the sequences of changes committed in the older version as well as the label of the sequences. After the LSTM is trained, we can feed arbitrary sequences (e.g., those extracted from newer version) to it and obtain the predicted labels. Defects are predicted based on the obtained labels.
For the two types of nominal change sequences S au and S co , the newer version might introduce new developers and new source files, which have not been indexed in the older version. Therefore, we need to use a default value to represent those un-indexed instances that have not been observed from the older version. For example, suppose a source file has received five changes during the development period of the newer version, and the developers who committed the changes are Andy, David, Andy, Olivier, David in the chronological order. If Olivier is newly involved to the project starting from the newer version, and has not been indexed in the older version, we will use Unknown to represent it in the sequence S au if the model learned from an older version is leveraged to predict defects for the newer version. As a result, the authorship sequence for this source file is Andy, David, Andy, Unknown, David. FENCES will index all distinct developers into Integers, and "Unknown" will be indexed to the default value 0. However, if the newer version is used to train a prediction model, and the model is leveraged to predict defects for future versions subsequent to the newer version, the developer Olivier will then be indexed and kept in the authorship sequence S au .
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 4.1 Datasets
To facilitate the replication and verification of our experiments, we use the publicly available benchmark from the PROMISE data repository [40] to evaluate the performance of FENCES. Specifically, we leverage the same benchmark dataset as a recent study [37] . The benchmark contains all the Java open source projects whose version numbers are provided (10 projects with 28 versions) from the PROMISE data repository [40] . The version number is required, since our approach and process metrics need to extract change histories based on that information. We exclude synapse 1.0, since synapse 1.0 is the initial version and has no preceding change histories to construct the process metrics for both our approach and previous works [10] , [12] . As a result, 10 Java projects and 27 versions are kept in our evaluation. Table 3 gives the descriptions of these projects. For each of the version, for instance ant 1.6, we need to retrieve the development history of this version in order to build our prediction model. For ant 1.6, we extract all the changes committed after the release of the previous version (i.e., ant 1.5) to the current version. Be noted that the release time of a version is extracted from the corresponding source control tags, which can be obtained via leveraging build-in command such as "git tag". Table 3 also shows the number of developers involved in these versions, the number of changes of the versions, the number of source files and the buggy ratios for each project version. Each subject received 0.1K ∼ 1.2K changes during the version on average and contained 150 ∼ 1,046 files with an average buggy ratio of 13.4% ∼ 49.7%. Table  3 also shows the ratio of modified files, from which we can tell that 84.3% of the source files have been modified by at least one change during the developmenet of a release version on average. Be noted that source files are labeled as buggy or clean provided by the PROMISE benchmark. Specifically a source file is labeled as buggy if it contains at least one bug after the release of the version. A source file is considered to contain a bug if the fixing commits of the bug modified the source file. A file can be modified at one or more places, and each of them is called a hunk or a delta. A hunk is a group of contiguous lines that are changed along with contextual unchanged lines [41] . Therefore, we also display the information of the number of hunks. Figure  4 plots the number of changes and hunks made to each source file within a release for the 27 versions of the 10 projects. On average, each source file received 4.75 changes (varying from 1.50 to 13.80 cross different versions and projects) and 12.82 hunks (varying from 3.17 to 58.42 cross different versions and projects). In particular, the number of changes of a source file represents the length of the sequence extracted for the source file. We further investigated the distribution of the lengths of those change sequences as displayed in Figure 5 . In shows that 84.3% of the source files have been modified by at least one change on average, and thus the lengths of their sequences are greater than 1.
The length of 44.1% of the source files is greater than 5, and the length of 23.0% of the source files is greater than 10. Such results show that the majority of source files have been modified by substantial changes during a release version, which provide rich information for our approach to learn buggy patterns automatically.
Baselines
To evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed approach, we compare it with several baselines, including those leveraging traditional features (both process and static code metrics) and the state-of-the-art work which leverages deep learning to learn semantic features from static code automatically [37] . These baselines are described as follows.
FENCES builds prediction models from change sequences, and traditional process metrics also leverage change histories to encode features. Therefore, we first compare our approach with the models built on different sets of process metrics, which cover the main categories summarized in Section 2.2. The first feature set is proposed by Rahman et al. [12] , which covers a set of 14 process metrics. This feature set mainly focuses on the experiences of the developers and co-change histories of source files. We refer to it as RH in our experiment. The second feature set is proposed by Moser et al. [9] , which includes 17 process metrics extracted from change histories. These metrics measure the code churn, change types and co-change information of software changes. We refer to this feature set as MO. The third feature set is SCC [17] . It mainly focuses on the semantic types of software changes. Category 6 in Table 2 shows some examples. We refer to it as SCC. In total, there are 34 distinct metrics covering the process metrics popularly used for evaluation by existing work [9] , [10] , [12] , [17] , [32] . They are listed in Table 4 with their abbreviated names and short descriptions.
Since static code metrics play a significant role in the domain of defect prediction [2] , [13] , [14] , [16] , we also compare our approach with the models built on static code metrics. We select the CK metrics set [13] , which contains 20 features including lines of code, operand and operator counts, number of methods in a class, the position of a class in inheritance tree, and McCabe complexity measures [42] , and so on. The details of these features can be referred to an existing study [43] . These features are available in PROMISE dataset, and are widely leveraged and evaluated by existing work [29] , [30] , [44] , [45] . We also compare with the state-ofthe-art work, which also leverages deep learning techniques to Automatically learn Semantic Features from static code [37] , and we denote it as ASF in this work. ASF works towards different directions compared with our approach since our approach is to encode features automatically from change histories instead of static code.
Evaluation Method
We construct datasets for different versions of each selected project. To conduct the evaluation, we use the dataset (e.g., change histories) from an older version of a project as the training dataset, and the dataset from a newer version of a project as the testing dataset. To examine the performance of the baseline features in order for comparison, we build defect prediction models using three different classifiers: and RandomForest (RF). These four classifiers are widely used by existing work [9] , [10] , [12] , [17] , [32] , [37] . Recent studies [46] , [47] find that the selection of classifiers have less impact on the performance of defect prediction than the selection of software metrics. Therefore, the adoption of the four representative classifiers, which cover a range of different techniques, is capable of evaluating the performance of the process metrics, static code metrics as well as the automatically learned semantic features. We use the WEKA [48] toolkit for these classifiers. The imbalanced instances of clean and buggy data in our dataset are found to degrade the performance of prediction classifiers [49] . For instance, the buggy ratios are usually less than 50% in our dataset as shown in Table 3 . Therefore, suggested by an existing study [37] , we perform the re-sampling technique, i.e., SMOTE [50] , on our traning dataset for both FENCES and conventional classifiers. 
Evaluation Metrics
Precision, Recall and F-measure are the conventional performance measures for defect prediction, which are widely adopted by existing studies [9] , [12] , [29] , [30] , [37] , [51] , and they can be calculated as follows: 
True positive represents the number of instances predicted as buggy that are truly buggy. False positive means the number of instances predicted as buggy that are not buggy actually, and false negative indicates the number of instances predicted as non-buggy but are actually buggy. For both precision and recall, the higher the value, the better the performance of the prediction model. However, precision and recall have a natural trade-off. Therefore, F-measure combines both of them by the weighted harmonic mean. We, specifically, use F-measure at the default cutoff 0.5 (F 50 ) to evaluate the performance of defect prediction models. The higher Fmeasure value, the better performance of the corresponding prediction model. However, these metrics are threshold-dependent and require a particular threshold for evaluation. Therefore, they are sensitive to the thresholds used as cut-off parameters [52] . Since these metrics can be affected by the class imbalance problem [52] , we also adopt another thresholdindependent, non-parametric metric, i.e., Area Under the ROC Curve (AUC), for evaluation. The Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) plots the true positive rate against false positive rate. ROC illustrates the performance of a classifier model when its discrimination threshold is varied. To more comprehensively measure and compare the performance of defect prediction models built on our proposed features and other set of features, we report the AUC, which is a single scalar value that measures the overall performance of a prediction model. AUC is widely adopted in the defect prediction studies [2] , [3] , [6] , [9] , [12] , [53] . The AUC value of 1 represents a perfect classifier, while a random classifier's AUC value is expected as 0.5. We follow the guideline of Gorunescu [54] to interpret the performance of AUC: 0.90 to 1.00 as excellent prediction, 0.80 to 0.90 as a good prediction, 0.70 to 0.80 as a fair prediction and a poor prediction for values below 0.70.
Parameter Settings for LSTM Models
We build our LSTM model based on the well-known framework-tensorflow [55] with the structure of BasicLSTMCell and the learning algorithm of AdamOptimizer. Three major parameters, i.e., learning rate, hidden units and iterations, are needed to be set. To tune these parameters, we use 3 experiment sets, camel (1.2 1.4), poi (2.5 3.0) and log4j (1.1 1.2) since these projects represents the large, median and small sizes of the total subjects in terms of the number of source files. We train our models on a CentOS server with 32 Intel Xeon E5-2450 processors and 196GB physical memory. 
we go through all the instances for the training set during learning, and we experiment values varying from 10 to 160. These three parameters are trained together and we find that the model can achieve the best performance with an aggressive learning rate of 0.1 and the number of hidden unit of 128. As for the number of iterations, the training accuracy increases slowly when it reaches 80. Figure 6 plots the average values of the accuracy and time for different iterations. With the increasing of the iterations, it also takes more time for training. To balance the accuracy and time, we select 100 for the number of iterations in our final model. It takes 400 seconds for training on average as shown in Figure 6 . Moreover, the memory space cost for our proposed approach is less than 1 GB. This indicates that our approach to learning features from sequence data is applicable in practice. The selected parameters setting (i.e., learning rate = 0.1, hidden unit = 128 and iterations = 100) is applied to all the rest of projects. 
Parameter Settings for Conventional Classifiers
As revealed by a recent study, the performance of prediction models built on conventional classifiers can be improved, if their parameters are fine tuned [56] . Therefore, in order to make comparisons fair, we also tune parameters for the baselines, which are those prediction models built on different conventional classifiers: Logistic Regression (LR), Naive Bayes (NB), ADTree (ADT) and RandomForest (RF). Referring to the recent study [56] and the documentations of WEKA, the following parameters of those classifiers can be tuned as shown in Table 5 . For Logistic Regression, it does not require parameter settings [56] . For Naive Bayes, we seleted all the configurable parameters and the candidate values listed in the study [56] (i.e., Laplace Correction and Distribution Type). For ADTree, the parameter required to be set is the number of boosting iterations with the default value of 10 according to the documentation of WEKA. Referring to the recent study [56] , we set the candidates of the parameter of boosting iterations to 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50. For Random Forest, we need to set the number of classification trees [56] . The same as the recent study, we set the candidate values to 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 [56] . Similar to tuning hyper-parameters of FENCES as described in the previous subsection, we select the same set of three projects to tune parameters of conventional classifiers, which are camel (1.2 1.4), poi (2.5 3.0) 1 1.2) . Specifically, we run conventional classifiers based on different combinations of candidate values, and then select those parameters that achieve the optimum performance averaged over the three subjects in terms of AUC. We adopt those parameters such selected, as shown in Table 6 , in our subsequent experiments. The feature set "All" denoted in Table 6 represents the feature set combining all features together, including both process metrics and static code metrics (See RQ4 in Section 5 for more details). 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we present the evaluation results of our proposed approach. We aim at answering the following five research questions. RQ1: Does FENCES outperform those defect prediction models built from traditional process metrics? FENCES builds defect prediction models from change sequences via leveraging RNN to encode features from change histories automatically. Therefore, we first compare FENCES with those models built from tradition process metrics. Specifically, we conduct 13 sets of defect prediction experiments as shown in Table 7, Table 8, Table 9 and Table  10 , each of which leverages two versions of the datasets in the same project. The dataset in the older version is used for training while the one in newer version is used for testing. For the three traditional process metrics we choose (RH, MO and SCC as described in Section 4.2), we build models on them using four different machine learning classifiers, i.e., Logistic Regression, Naive Bayes, ADTree and RandomForest. Be noted that for those three project versions used for parameter tuning (as described in Section 4.5 and Section 4.6), we did not compare their results in this RQ. Table 7 , Table 8 and Table 9 show the results in terms of the Precision, Recall and F-measure respectively for our approach and all baseline models for the 13 sets of experiments. It shows that FENCES achieves high performance in terms of the three evaluation metrics. The precision of our approach varies from 0.365 to 0.828, the recall varies from 0.620 to 0.902 and the F-measure varies from 0.481 to 0.862. Especially, for all the 13 sets of experiments, FENCES outperforms all the baseline models in terms of F-measure with respect to both the average value or median value. For example, when we use the dataset of ant 1.5 for training and the dataset of ant 1.6 for testing, the improvement of our approach over the second best approach (the model using RandomForest with the feature set MO) is 5.9%. In terms of F-measure with the average value, The best model using Logistic Regression and Naive Bayes is built on the feature set RH, and the improvements of our approach over them are 47.7% and 42.1% For both ADTree and RandomForest, the best performance is achieved using the feature set MO, and the improvements of our approach over them are 39.0% and 31.6% respectively.
Since the tools for the baseline approaches are unavailable [9] , [12] , [17] , we implemented them by ourselves and reproduced their results. We observe that the reproduced results of SCC in our experiments differ to the values reported in the prior study [17] . We found that two major factors contribute to the performance differences between our experimental results and prior experimental results. First, the two experiments use different sets of subjects whose buggy ratios can greatly affect the prediction performance. The average buggy ratio of our subjects is 26.0%, while this ratio is 43.0% for the subjects used by SCC [17] , which is much higher than our subjects. If the subjects have similar buggy ratio, our implemented baseline approach can achieve similar performance. Take the subject poi 2.5 as an example. The buggy ratio of this subject is 40.7% which is close to the one of the subjects used by SCC [17] . The reproduced F-measure is 0.626, which is close to the values reported by SCC [17] . Second, the two experiments have different settings since they have different prediction goals. In the setting of our experiments, we label a source file as defect when it has at least a bug following existing studies [37] , [45] . However, in the experimental setting of the original paper that proposed SCC [17] , a source file is labeled as buggy only when it has more number of bugs than the median value, which means the labeled buggy-files are highly-defective. The subjects used in their experiments are reported to contain more number of bugs on average than those used in our experiments. For example, a project with 278 source files (e.g., Compare) can have 665 reported bugs. Therefore, even though the policy which uses the median number of bugs as the cut-off point to label a source file as buggy or not is adopted, it still achieves an average buggy ratio of 43.0%.
On average, FENCES achieves the F-measure as 0.657 and outperforms the baseline models significantly. The improvement of our approach over the baseline models is at least 40.1%, 31.6%, and 46.8% for the traditional process metric sets RH, MO, and SCC respectively in terms of the average value. In terms of the median value, the improvements made by our approach are at least 3.0%, 7.1%, and 9.8% for the traditional process metric sets RH, MO, and SCC respectively. Figure 7 plots the results in terms of Fmeasure for the 13 runs of each experiments, we then apply the Mann-Whitney U-Test [57] to test if the improvements of F-measure are significant. The results show that for the majority of cases, the improvements are significant (p-value < 0.05). The few cases (6 out of 156), for which no significant improvements have been observed, are marked with start ⋆ in Table 9 . Figure 10 shows the results evaluated in terms of AUC. It shows that FENCES makes good predictions (AUC ≥ 0.8) for all the 13 experiments, and 5 of them are excellent (AUC ≥ 0.9), which shows the effectiveness of our proposed tool FENCES. Averaged over all the 13 experiments, FENCES achieves the optimum performance with an AUC value of 0.892. The improvements of FENCES over the baseline models are significantly, which are at least 4.8%, 16.1%, and 4.2% for the traditional process metric sets RH, MO, and SCC respectively in terms of the average value.
In terms of the median value, the improvements made by FENCES are at least 4.2%, 13.9%, and 2.4% for the three sets of traditional process metrics respectively. In terms of AUC with the average value, The best model using all the four different classifiers is built on the feature set SCC, and the improvements of our approach over them are 20.1%, 4.2%, 4.4% and 14.4% respectively.
Based on the above results, we can draw the following Change sequences can predict defects. Defect prediction model built from change sequences outperforms those built from traditional process metrics significantly (varying from 31.6% to 46.8% on average in terms of Fmeasure and 4.2% to 16.1% on average in terms of AUC).
RQ2: Does FENCES outperform those defect prediction models built from static code metrics?
Another important direction of defect prediction is to build models from metrics encoded from static source code [2] , [13] , [14] , [37] , [52] . Especially, a deep learning technique was used to learn semantic features from source code automatically recently [37] . This research question aims to compare our approach with this category of approaches. Specifically, we take the models built on two feature sets CK and ASF (See Section 4.2) as the baselines. CK represents the traditional static code metrics which are encoded from source code by heuristic. ASF was proposed by Wang et al. [37] , which is a number of semantic features automatically learned via Deep Belief Networks. Table 11 shows the comparison results in terms of F-measure. We directly use the results reported in the related work [37] for the baseline models built on ASF, because we do not have the implementation of the tool to extract ASF and reproducing the results by ourselves may introduce threats to validity. Since the original work did not evaluate ASF using the classifier of RandomForest [37] , we also do not compare the results under this setting. Besides, the results on the subject log4j (1.1→1.2) was not reported [37] , we then exclude it in this comparison. Be noted that ASF leveraged 5 different subjects to tune parameters and the authors kept the results for these subjects in their evaluation [37] . Therefore, we also run the experiments for those project versions used for parameter tuning (as described in Section 4.5 and Section 4.6) and compare their results with ASF. As a result, there are 15 sets of experiments in total. For each set of experiment, FENCES builds prediction models using the same settings as the one used in RQ1.
The results show that FENCES achieves better performance than CK, which encodes features from source code by heuristics, in all the subjects. On average, our approach achieves improvements of 33.7%, 46.3% and 46.4% over CK for classifiers Logistic Regression, Naive Bayes and ADTree in terms of the average value respectively. In terms of the median value, the improvements made by FENCES are 16.2%, 34.6% and 36.7% for LR, NB and ADT respectively. When compared with the metrics encoded automatically via deep learning, our approach achieves better performance for most of the cases (12 out of the 15 experiments) as shown in Table 11 . Take the subject poi (1.5 2.5) as an example. The F-measure of our approach is 0.862, while the best F-measure achieved by ASF is 0.770. Averaged on the 15 experiments, our approach achieves better performance, and the improvements are 6.6%, 7.1% and 0.5% for Logistic Regression, Naive Bayes and ADTree respectively. In terms of the median results, FENCES achieves similar results as ASF. On average, FENCES achieves better performance, and the improvement over static metric baselines ranges from 0.5%-46.4%. Based on that, we draw the following conclusion:
Defect prediction model built from change sequences outperforms those built from traditional static code metrics significantly, and it achieves better performance than the models built from automatically learned semantic features on average.
RQ3: Does FENCES outperform those defect prediction models built by combining all metrics?
It is feasible to combine all traditional metrics to build defect prediction models. As such, we explore whether our approach outperforms the baseline models built from all these metrics (34 distinct process metrics plus 20 distinct static code metrics). As pointed out by earlier studies (e.g., [1] ) that too many features can lead to overfitting (caused by high-dimensional problem) and degrade the prediction performance on new instances. Therefore, we conduct feature selection in building the baseline models. Specifically, we adopt Wrapper Subset Evaluation provided by WEKA [48] to select features with the best first search algorithm. Figure  8 shows the values of Precision, Recall, F-measure and AUC for our approach and the four baseline models using Logistic Regression, Naive Bayes, ADTree and RandomForest respectively. It shows that FENCES outperforms the models built from all the traditional metrics on average. Specifically, the improvement of precision varies from 2.0% to 28.5%, the improvement of recall varies from 31.6% to 51.3%, the improvement of F-measure varies from 21.6% to 66.3%, and the improvement of AUC varies from 11.8% to 29.6% for the four different classifiers on average. We then apply the Mann-Whitney U-Test [57] to test if the improvements are significant, and the p-value is shown in Figure 8 (displayed in blue at the top of each box-plot). It shows that the improvements of FENCES over traditional metrics using different classifiers are significant (p < 0.05) in terms of both F-measure and AUC. Based on these results, we can draw the following conclusion:
Defect prediction model built from change sequences outperforms those built from all traditional metrics (both process and static code metrics), and the improvements are significant.
RQ4: How is the performance of each sequence?
FENCES leverages six different types of sequences, and encodes features from these sequences automatically via RNN. These different sequences are S sem , S au , S type , S inter , S cc and S co . This research question aims to evaluate the performance of each sequence in predicting defects.
We used one single sequence at a time to build a defect prediction model instead of concatenating them together as described in Section 3.4. Specifically, we let X be S sem , S au , and S type and so on separately. Figure 9 (a) plots the Fmeasure of the models built from each type of sequence individually and the model built by concatenating all types of sequences together. The results show that the models based on single sequence data achieves an average of F-measure from 0.498 to 0.554 individually, which outperform most of the defect prediction models built from traditional process metrics. On average, the highest performance is achieved by the sequence of co-change, followed by the sequence of semantic. However, no significant differences are observed between the performance of each individual sequence by the Mann-Whitney U-Test [57] with p < 0.05. Moreover, the model built by concatenating all types of sequence performs significantly better than that on individual sequence and the baseline (p ≤ 0.01). This suggests that it is better to build defect prediction models based on all types of sequences in practice. We further investigated the effects of discretization, as described in Section 3.3, on the performances of individual sequences. Recall that the process of discretization has been applied to the three types of sequences, S sem , S inter and S cc . We also evaluated the performance of these sequences without applying the process of discretization, and found that the performance can be improved by 6.2%, 6.3% and 8.1% on average respectively if discretization has been applied. These results show that discretization is important and can improve the performance of FENCES.
To further investigate whether each type of sequence contributes to the overall performance of our approach, we build our models by incrementally adding one type of sequence each time in the order of S inter , S type , S cc , S au , S sem and S co . This order is set based on the performance of each type of sequence. Figure 9 (b) shows the performance of our models with this incremental setting (the number i in x-axis represents the setting that the i th sequence has been added to the model). As we can see, the F-measure is incrementally improved. The results indicate that each type of sequence indeed contributes to the overall performance of FENCES.
The different sequences we extracted characterize dif- ferent aspects of software changes, and these aspects actually have also been characterized by traditional process metrics. For example, traditional approaches uses MCC (i.e., the maximum code churn) to measure the code churn of software changes, which is measured by sequence S cc in our study. Table 12 shows the corresponding traditional process metrics for each change sequence. In particular, we are interested in whether each change sequence can outperforms the prediction models built from its corresponding traditional process metrics here. Specifically, we build prediction models based on the corresponding traditional process metrics using the classifier RandomForest, and then compare its performance with that of each sequence. We choose RandomForest since it achieves the optimum performance for different metric sets on average as shown in Table  9 . Figure 10 shows the experimental results in terms of Fmeasure, and we can see for all the six change sequences, our approach outperforms the models built from its corresponding process metrics with significant differences (pvalue <0.05). These results demonstrate the effectiveness of sequencing software changes in predicting defects. Based on the above results, we can draw the following conclusion: Each type of sequence contributes to the overall performance of our model, and the best performance is achieved when all sequences are combined. Besides, the performance of each change sequence is better than the prediction models built from the corresponding traditional metrics.
RQ5:
How is the performance of the prediction models when combining our sequence features with traditional process metrics together? In RQ4, we investigated the performance of each sequence extracted from the change history. Specifically, we let X be S sem , S au and so on separately and feed it to the LSTM model. The LSTM model is trained from the older version and can be applied to the sequences extracted from the newer version. The output y of the LSTM model (i.e., as described in Section 2.5) when feeding a new sequence indicates the buggy proneness of the sequence. In the previous research question, the value y is leveraged to predict defects directly. Actually, this value can be regarded as a learned latent feature for each sequence as well. For example, the output y could be a pair of ⟨0.2, 0.8⟩, which indicates the sequence has a probability of 0.8 to be buggy and a probability of 0.2 to be clean. The value of 0.8, which indicates the buggy proneness of the sequence, can be regarded as the encoded feature from the sequence.
The key difference between the feature such encoded and traditional process metrics is depicted in Figure 11 . Actually, both of the traditional process metrics and sequence features are encoded from the change histories. Traditional process metrics are hard coded using heuristics such as picking up the average, max or entropy of the change sequences as shown in Figure 11 . For instance, MADD is the maximum number of lines added among all the changes in sequence S while AADD is the average value. However, the effectiveness of such heuristics for different projects with divergent properties cannot be promised. Our intuition is that the buggy patterns for different projects are divergent, and thus using a unified hard coded heuristic to encode features cannot achieve the optimum performance. Instead, we need to learn from change histories to know how to encode better features. Specifically, we encode features automatically using the LSTM model learned from the change histories of older versions. The features such encoded are project-specific since the encoding mechanism is learned project by project. Such an encoding mechanism is practical since it only requires the buggy instances and labels of the older versions as input, which is the same as that of traditional classifiers. Once the encoder is learned from older versions, it can be applied to encode features on newer versions of the same projects.
In this research question, we are going to investigate whether the sequence features such encoded complement to traditional process metrics, and whether they can improve the performance of prediction models when they are combined with traditional process metrics. Specifically, for the six change sequences S inter , S type , S cc , S au , S sem and S co , we denote the sequence features such encoded as SF inter , SF type , SF cc , SF au , SF sem and SF co respectively. We then compare the prediction models built using all the traditional process metrics described in Table 4 with the models built using the combination of our sequence features and those traditional metrics. In total, there are 34 traditional process metrics and 6 sequence features. We then feed these features to traditional classifiers to predict defects. Similarly, feature selection is conducted to alleviate the side-effect of too many features. Specifically, the Wrapper Subset Evaluation provided by WEKA [48] is adopted to select features with the best first search algorithm the same as the experimental setting in RQ3. Figure 12 shows the performance of AUC and F-measure only using traditional process metrics (denoted as AUC.T or FM.T in the figure) and those using traditional metrics combined with sequence features (marked as AUC.S or FM.S) for each of the four classifiers. In terms of AUC, the improvement achieved by combining the sequence features is 2.9%, 5.7%, 5.4% and 3.8% for Logistic Regression, Naive Bayes, ADTree and RandomForest respectively. In terms of F-measure, the improvements achieved by adding the sequence features are 33.6%, 22.2%, 17.3% and 14.3% for Logistic Regression, Naive Bayes, ADTree and RandomForest respectively. These results show that our proposed sequence features encoded via sequence learning can improve the performance of defect prediction models that are built with only traditional process metrics, and the improvements are significant (p < 0.05 using the Mann-Whitney U-Test [57] ). These results indicate that the sequence features are actually complementary to existing traditional process metrics and can further improve the performance of prediction models built from traditional process metrics.
Based on these results, we can draw the following conclusion:
Our sequence features are complementary to the traditional process metrics, and the performance of prediction models can be improved significantly when sequence features and process metrics are combined together.
DISCUSSIONS

Computation Time of FENCES
FENCES can predict defects with better performance compared with traditional process metrics-based approaches. However, as shown in Figure 6 , it takes a few minutes to train a prediction model. Here, we compare FENCES with the baselines in terms of their time efficiency, and Table 13 shows the results. Be noted that the computation time for the baseline is evaluated on the metrics set RH with the classification algorithm of Logistic Regression. The computation time of other metrics using other classifiers is at the same level as shown in Table 13 . The results show that it takes 353.58 (i.e., varying from 90.01 to 1023.48) seconds for FENCES to train a defect prediction model on average. Once the model has been trained, it only takes less one second for FENCES to predict defects. For prediction models using traditional classification algorithms, it takes less than one second to train a model using the Weka toolkit. Although the training time of FENCES is much longer than that of traditional models, it still takes only a few minutes for it to finish training a model. We believe it is acceptable and practical to take a few minutes to train a model for defect prediction.
Why are Change Sequences Better?
Our evaluation results reveal that the defect prediction models built from change sequence features outperform those built from traditional features significantly. It is because that change sequences contain rich information to distinguish between buggy instances and clean instances as supported by our motivating examples, and thus use deep learning models to distill such information can help build effective models to predict defects. To further understand why change sequences work, we investigate the sequence of S inter , which measures the time (in terms of days or weeks) between two sequential changes. Although S inter does not achieve the optimum performance among all the six types of sequences, it still outperforms most of the models built from traditional metrics. The metric INTERVAL is the corresponding traditional process metric used in defect prediction models [6] . The intuition behind it is that software modules are more likely to be buggy when they are more frequently changed [6] . The maximum, minimum and average values of INTERVAL among all the changes are encoded as metrics for a source file in existing models [6] . However, source files are continuously being changed during a development period, and these three traditional metrics cannot capture the INTERVAL's continuity nature. We illustrate this by conducting the following empirical study.
The unequal lengths of change sequences make it challenging to explore INTERVAL sequences' bug characteristics. To overcome this, we leverage the concept of n-gram to investigate the buggy patterns of subsequences with a fixed length rather than the original sequences. An n-gram is a contiguous sequence of the n items from a given sequence. For instance, given a sequence of ⟨A, B, A, C, B⟩, there are three 3-grams for this sequence, which are ⟨A, B, A⟩, ⟨B, A, C⟩ and ⟨A, C, B⟩. The n-gram representation facilitates us to identify the buggy characteristics among the sequences. We then study the buggy ratios (see Equation  1 ) of the n-gram sequences to investigate which n-grams are more likely to be buggy. We selected the 3-gram 5-gram for investigation. Table 14 shows the top five n-grams which have the highest buggy ratio and clean ratio. The clean ratio is calculated as 1−buggy ratio. The smaller the index value, the shorter the time interval. In these sequence, 0 indicates the two consecutive changes are committed in the same day. For the sequence of 0:0:13, there are four changes, the gap between the 1st and 2nd one is 0, and the gap between the 2nd and 3rd is also 0, which indicates these three changes are made within the same day. If we look at those top ranked buggy 3-grams, there are consecutive small values in the sequences. For example, 5:0:0 has two consecutive zeros and so does 9:0:0. However, these have not been observed for top-ranked clean instances. Therefore, these results indicate that source files that are frequently changed (i.e., consecutive small values) within a short period of time (i.e., small values such as 0 and 1) are more likely to contain faults. At the same time, the cleanest sequences tend to correlate with a sequence of large values. This indicates that clean files are less frequently changed than the buggy ones. Such information can be captured by our approach while cannot be captured by traditional process metrics.
The limitation of traditional metrics is that it can not differentiate buggy instances from clean ones under certain circumstances. For example, the metric which measures the minimum value of INTERVAL [6] will produce the same value of 0 for both the buggy 3-gram and clean 3-gram that are ranked as top 1. However, we can see that the instances of the top-1 buggy 3-gram are continuously being frequently changed (e.g., with two consecutive 0 values) during the development period. The same cases for the other top ngrams (e.g., top-2 of 3-gram). Such information is lost if we encode the features by taking the minimum values while it is kept in the change sequences. By leveraging the sequence learning technique RNN, FENCES is able to capture more buggy characteristics than traditional metrics. This explains why FENCES works better than those prediction models built from traditional metrics. 
Sequencing Static Code Metrics
Currently, FENCES only leverages the sequences of process metrics to predict defects since process metrics can naturally form a sequence following a chronological order. Focusing on one type of metrics is a common practice in defect prediction [5] , [6] , [9] , [12] , [14] , [15] , [17] , [47] . Another important category of metrics in defect prediction is static code metrics, which can also form sequences. For example, we can measure the code metrics for each revision of a source file and take these values as sequences. However, forming static code metrics in this way may still suffer from the stagnation problem [12] . For example, static code metric measuring the number of methods of a source file may not change during software evolution if no changes insert new methods. Forming this static code metric into a sequence will result in sequences with all the same values. This may counteract the effect of using sequences. Nevertheless, transferring static code metrics into sequences is worthing exploring in the future.
THREATS TO VALIDITY
Our experiments are subject to several threats to validity.
Reproducibility of the Results:
The reported results of our approach is averaged over 20 runs for each experiment in order to avoid potential randomness of the learning algorithms. For the comparative analysis, we compare our approach with multiple baselines. To avoid introducing threats to validities while reproducing the results, we directly use the reported results in the existing study [37] for AFS and CK since we adopt the same dataset from the PROMISE repository for evaluations. For the baselines of process metrics RH, MO, SCC and all the metrics combined, we reproduce the results by ourselves. We carefully extract all features as described by the original studies [9] , [12] , [17] . We then leveraged the widely used tool WEKA to reproduce the results. The same, the reported results of baselines are averaged over 20 runs for each experiment in order to avoid the randomness of the re-sampling technique (i.e., as described in Section 4.3) and feature selections (i.e., as described in RQ3 and RQ5).
Subject Selection Bias: A benchmark dataset, which contains 10 popular open source projects and 27 versions, is used in our evaluations. All these projects are collected from the PROMISE repository, and have been widely used and evaluated by existing studies [37] , [58] . The selected projects have a large variance in the buggy ratio, the number of changes, and the number of files. However, it is still possible that the subjects are not sufficiently generalizable to represent all the projects. Evaluation on more subjects will increase the confidence for our conclusions. Besides, all the 10 projects used in our evaluation are Java projects, which poses the threat that our results might not be generalizable to projects of other languages. To validate if our findings are generalizable to projects of other languages, experiments on these projects are required. We leave this as our future work.
Data Sufficiency and Overfitting: Deep learning systems require a large number of data for training in order to obtain good models, and thus another potential threat is that our training data might not be sufficient. To avoid such threat, we use the benchmark dataset, which has already been leveraged to train effective deep learning models in predicting defects [37] . Our results agree with the previous results [37] , where the models built via deep learning outperform traditional models. This indicates the dataset is adequate to build good deep learning models. Obtaining more labeled data for training is always desired, which is left as our future work.
Overfitting is a threat common to all prediction models. To avoid such threat, we used the basic L2 regularization [59] to the loss function to better avoid overfitting. L2 regularization is a technique to impose constraints on the weights within the nodes of LSTM. In particular, it adds "squared magnitude" of the weights as the penalty term.
RELATED WORK
Software Metrics in Defect Prediction
Software metrics are essential in building effective prediction models [12] . Therefore, many research studies target at designing more effective metrics [2] , [4] , [9] , [12] , [13] , [14] , [33] , [37] , [60] , [61] . Metrics frequently used in defect prediction can be divided into two categories: static code metrics and process metrics. There are also other metrics such as measuring the popularity of source files via investigating the discussions in e-mail archives [62] and metrics derived from organization structures of a company [63] .
Static code metrics are mainly extracted from source files which measure properties of source code. The intuition is that more complex program modules are more likely to be error-prone. For example, size metrics such as LOC have been shown to be correlated with defects [16] . McCabe et al. [42] proposed the cyclomatic metric to measure complexity of source code structure, which has been leveraged in defect prediction models [9] , [64] . Characteristics of ObjectOriented languages in terms of inheritance, coupling and cohesion, are also designed and widely used in defect prediction studies [2] , [13] , [15] , [33] , [65] . Recently, Wang et al. proposed to learn semantic features from static code automatically via deep learning [37] .
Process metrics are another category of features used in defect prediction. Process metrics measure the histories of change activities for program modules. The intuition of using process metrics in defect prediction is that bugs are caused by changes [2] , [9] , [41] . Different categories of process metrics describe different properties of software changes, such as code churn [9] , [12] , co-change information [8] , [9] , [12] , [66] , authorship [9] , [10] , [19] , [31] , and behavioral interaction [33] . These metrics are shown to be effective in defect prediction. Ratzinger et al. proposed to leverage relative values of process metrics to predict defects [61] . For instance, they compute the ratio of the number of bug fixes changes within a period of time with respect to the total number of changes. Besides, some studies showed that process metrics perform better than code metrics in defect prediction [9] , [12] . However, all these process metrics compress features into a single metric while our approach leverages sequences of these features to predict defects.
Most of existing defect prediction models leverage static code metrics and process metrics as features and feed these features to conventional classifiers for prediction. Different from these studies, our approach builds defect prediction models from change sequences and leverages RNN to learn features automatically.
Defect Prediction Approaches
Despite the different categories of metrics as introduced above, many machine learning algorithms have been used in defect prediction. The most common used machines learning algorithms are supervised learning algorithms, including Support Vector Machines [67] , Naive Bayes [9] , [68] , Logistic Regression [6] , [9] , [12] , Decision Tree [9] , [60] , [69] , [70] and Dictionary Learning [44] . Although there are various kinds of supervised learning algorithms, Arisholm et al. [11] found that the performance of prediction depends more on the categories of metrics than the learning algorithms.
To deal with the situations that historical training data is not sufficient for supervised learning, different learning techniques have been introduced. We summarize these techniques into three major categories. The first category is active learning. It interactively queries the developers to obtain the labels for a small sample set of new instances and uses the sample data for training [71] . The second category is cross-project defect prediction [30] , [58] . The basic idea of this category of approach is to transfer instances with labels from other projects for the target project [30] , [58] . The third category of learning techniques is unsupervised learning. This category of learning techniques enjoys the advantage that requires no training datasets [51] , [72] , [73] . The main process for unsupervised defect prediction is to group software instances into clusters, and then label each cluster as buggy or clean. Zhong et al. [73] proposed to use k-means and neural-gas clustering in defect prediction. However, their approach requires experts to label whether each cluster is buggy manually. Nam et al. [51] proposed to label the clusters using the thresholds set on certain selected metrics. Zhang et al. [72] proposed to use a connectivitybased unsupervised classifier for defect prediction. Their results show that the connections between buggy and clean instances are weaker than that among buggy instances and that among clean ones.
Recently, various deep learning algorithms have been leveraged in defect prediction [37] , [74] . Yang et al. [74] proposed to use Deep Belief Networks (DBN) to learn new features from existing manually encoded features. Wang et al. [37] then proposed to apply DBN to learn semantic features automatically. Their approach first parses source code using Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) into a vector of AST nodes, and then feeds the vectors of AST nodes to DBN after encoding to generate features automatically. Their results show that the automatically learned semantic features can improve the performance of defect prediction. These approaches are orthogonal to our approach, which encodes features automatically from change histories instead of static code. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to use RNN to extract features from change sequences.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we study whether sequences derived from change histories can predict defects. However, change sequences are not directly applicable to prediction models driven by conventional classifiers due to the unequal lengths of sequences. Thus, we propose a novel approach called FENCES, which leverages RNN, a deep learning technique for labeling sequences, to encode features from change sequences. FENCES extracts six different types of sequences from change histories covering the key properties of a change. It then performs defect prediction by mapping it to a sequence labeling problem that aims at predicting whether a source file with a specific sequence is buggy or clean. Our evaluation results on 10 open source projects show that change sequences provide valuable information for defect prediction. Specifically, our approach outperforms those prediction models built on traditional metrics significantly, with the average improvement varying from 31.6% to 46.8% in terms of F-measure and 4.2% to 16.1% in terms of AUC. In the future, we plan to extend our study to more projects, including commercial software systems.
